
BUILD YOUR 
MICROSOFT
VIVA TOPICS
LEXICON
WITH YEAPS



Viva Topics Lexicon Brings Together the Power of Microsoft AI, the 
Organization’s Content on the Microsoft Modern Work Cloud and 
Operational Context 
Viva Topics  brings together company content, terms, and definitions and organizes them into a topic 
card, which is integrated seamlessly in apps they use and encounter every day.

With Viva Topics elevating the flow of work, employees gain a valuable tool to quickly reference and 
access company knowledge and resources for accelerated readiness. 

Your organization needs a partner that will bring orderliness, strategic 
thinking, technical proficiency to configure the Lexicon that bring together 
content, terms and definitions to optimize the way we share knowledge 
with each other

for Viva Topics Lexicon will accelerate success in Employee Readiness



Build a Lexicon to Drive Employee Readiness

Enable employees to be well-informed, innovative, and agile on the company’s knowledge and assets 
by bringing operational context, teamwork assets, and artificial intelligence, readily accessible 
through topics card

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

TEAMWORK ASSETS

Further accelerate the organization’s unique 
lexicon index and simplify building topic pages 
through Microsoft Viva Topics AI, Microsoft 
SharePoint Syntex, and Microsoft Power 
Platform AI Builder

Build an enriched knowledge reference through 
SharePoint files, SharePoint pages, and Internet 

Classify related resource persons, content 
owners, stakeholders, documents, files, and 
assets on identified topics

OPERATIONAL CONTEXT



For Microsoft Viva Topics
YEAPS is Your Partner for Success
From Planning to Implementation

Additional services are available based on an organization’s needs and readiness 
Any of the above stages may be revisited based on terms and requirements



Our promise is in our very name: 
YEAPS: Your Enablement and 
Acceleration Partner for Success

Enable Digital Transformation 
Readiness with us by procuring 
Microsoft Licenses and Microsoft 
Partner Technologies through us

Accelerate Digital Transformation 
Success with us by working with as your 
agency for Microsoft Technology Adoption 
& Change Management (Catalyst), Project 
Based Services (BEST) and Managed 
Services (BESTIE).

Speak with a YEAPS Customer Success Manager today 
to accelerate success in Employee Engagement through 
Microsoft Viva Connections

Microsoft Teams Chat Facebook Messenger

https://teams.microsoft.com/l/chat/0/0?users=hazelresurreccion@yeaps.com
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https://teams.microsoft.com/l/chat/0/0?users=hazelresurreccion@yeaps.com
https://m.me/yeapscorp
https://m.me/yeapscorp
https://m.me/yeapscorp
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Accelerate Successful Employee 
Readiness Through Microsoft Viva 
Topics and YEAPS BEST

Visit yeaps.com/microsoftviva

Microsoft Viva Topics 
combines the of Microsoft 
AI, your organization’s 
content on the Microsoft 
Modern Work Cloud and 
Operational Context to 
bring company content, 
terms, and definitions into 
the flow of work to 
empower your employees 
with quick to find 
knowledge and resources 
for accelerated readiness.

YEAPS BEST is our project-
based technology 
implementation service.
BEST stands for Build & 
Execute Systems Technology.
YEAPS BEST for Microsoft Viva 
Topics Lexicon Configuration & 
Launch will bring orderliness, 
strategic thinking, technical 
proficiency in curating the 
information, files and 
knowledge experts on the 
topics. 


